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A bound for the degree of nonholonomy in the plane 
Jean-Jacques Rider ’ 
Abstract 
Let X = (VI,. , VT) be a system made with vector fields VI,. _. . V, in R” whose coordinates 
are polynomials of degree < d. To such a system is associated the control system X: = c U, V, 
It is proven that in the case n = 2, the degree of nonholonomy of such a system is bounded by 
a function $(2,d)<6d2 - 2d + 2. 
1. Introduction 
The main result of this paper is a bound 4(2,d) of the degree of nonholonomy (see 
below for definition) of a system of polynomial vector fields ( VI,. , V, ) on R2, only 
in terms of a bound d for the degree of the V,‘s. 
If &n, d) denotes a bound for the degree of nonholonomy for a system of polynomial 
vector fields ( VI,. . , I’,) of degree < d in R”, we have that we can take $(n,d) = 
(n’d3/4)2”-Z, i.e., a bound polynomial in d, and doubly exponential in n. 
Due to the importance of the degree of nonholonomy in nonholonomic control the- 
ory, the problem of bounding it arises in a natural way (for instance, the degree of 
nonholonomy gives a bound for the estimation of the shape of the balls for the control 
distance). 
As a consequence, we have that the problem of controllability for a polynomial 
system (VI,. , b’,) of degree <d (with rational coefficients) is effectively decidable: 
take x E R2, compute the value at x of the iterated brackets of (VI,. , V,) up to length 
4(2,d). Then the system is controllable at x if and only if the vector space spanned 
by the values at x of these brackets is R2. For the controllability on R2, take a basis 
of YLyd,(2.r’J, i.e., of the elements of degree @(2,d) of the Lie algebra P( VI,. , P’\) 
(see Section 2 for notations). Then the system C is controllable on R2 if and only if 
this finite family of vector fields is of rank n at any point x E R’. But this is known 
to be effectively decidable. 
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In the paper [6], an explicit and exact bound for the degree of nonholonomy is 
computed in the case of the “car with IZ trailers”. The configuration space for this 
control system is n + 3, and the bound is simply exponential in n. However, this 
system is not polynomial. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let C = (Vi,..., V,) be a control system, i.e., a finite family of vector fields on 
R”, and assume these vector fields have coefficients polynomials of degree <d. Let 
.5&i = 9(V,,..., V,) be the set of linear combinations, with real coefficients, of the 
vector fields Vi, . . ., Vs. We define recursively Yk = 6pk( Vi, . . , V, ) by setting 
_@ = &-i + [& &+I] 
for k = 2, 3, . . ., as well as 9’ = (0). So, Zk consists of all linear combinations 
of iterated brackets of length d k of VI, . . . , Vs. Indeed, we need not include in the 
definition of Tk expressions like [.Y2, P’k-2], [T3, YkP3] as they can be brought back 
to [Y’, Yk-‘] by using the Jacobi identity. For example we have 
Vl> v21, v3, hII = [Vl, [V2, [v3, v4111 - w2, iv12 w3, v4111 
Thus, Zk is generated by the vector fields 
vet = ~~~~,~~3L~,...,~~a,-,,~cc,1...11, 
where l<k. 
The union 9 = Z(V,,..., V,) of all Zk is a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra of 
vector fields on R”. It is called the control Lie algebra associated to C. 
Now, for x in R”, let Lk(x) be the subspace of T,M which consists of the values 
V(x) taken, at the point x, by the vector fields V belonging to Zk. We have an 
increasing sequence of vector subspaces: 
(0) = Lo(x) c L’(x) c . . . c Lk(x). . . c T,A4. 
Such a sequence has to be stationary after some integer Y. The least such integer 
we will denote by r(x), and call the degree of nonholonomy of the system C at x. 
Recall that C is controllable at x if the set of points reachable from x by an admissible 
curve (i.e., tangent at each point to the distribution C), contains a neighborhood of x. 
This is equivalent in our case (i.e., analytic or algebraic vector fields) to the condition 
L’@)(x) = R” (Theorem of Chow, see [l], or [IO]). 
Remark 2.1. Let 2’ be the set of combinations of iterated brackets of length < k of 
combinations of VI, . . . , V, with coeflcients in the ring of polynomials R[Xl,. . . ,X,1. 
Let Lk(x) be the subspace of T,A4 which consists of the values V(x) taken, at the 
point x, by the vector fields V belonging to kk. Then we have L’(x) = e’(x) for any 
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integer i 30, as it is easily seen by induction on i. This amounts to saying that we 
may use controls depending on the state to compute the degree of nonholonomy I.(X ) 
of C at a point x. 
2. I. Regular and singular points 
Points of the configuration space R” of a control system split into two categories: 
regular states, around which the behavior of the system does not change in a qualitative 
way, and singular states, where some qualitative changes occur. 
Definition 2.2. Let .X E M. We say that x is a regular point of the control system if 
there is an open neighborhood U of x such that the increasing sequence of integers 
0 = dimLO( dimLI( < &mL”(L.)< 
stays the same for all y E U. Otherwise, we say x is a singular point. 
Let us give an example. Take M = R*, and 
VI=(;). v2=(x;) 
( p is some integer). Then for q = (x, y) we have dim L’ (q) = 1 if x = 0, dim L’ (q) = Z! 
if x # 0, SO all points on the line x = 0 are singular and the others are regular. 
For other examples, arising in the context of mobile robots with trailers, and for 
more details, see [5]. 
We state without proofs (see for instance [lo]) the following propositions. 
Proposition 2.3. Fix x E M. 
(i) 
(ii) 
For each k, there exists a neighborhood U ofx such that dim Lk(y) > dim L’(x) 
jot” all y E u. 
Suppose the system is controllable at x. There exists a neighborhood v of x 
such that the system is controllable at y, and r(y)<t-(x), jor all y E v’. 
Proposition 2.4. Let x be a regular point. Then: 
(i) The sequence (1) is strictly increasing for 0 d k < r(x). 
(ii) The regular points form an open dense subset in M. 
(iii) The sequence (1) is the same ,for all regular points in M. In particular, the 
degree oj’ nonholonomy is the same ,for all regular points, 
Assume that x is a regular point, and that dim [ vect( VI (x), . , v~(x))] = p. Then 
the degree of nonholonomy of C at x is bounded from above by n - p + 1. In any 
case, we have p 2 2 if T(X) > 1, which implies that the degree of nonholonomy at a 
regular point is bounded by y1 - 1. 
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3. Contact between an integral corve and a algebraic variety 
In this section, we will work over the field C. By the contact (or intersection mul- 
tiplicity) between a smooth analytic curve y passing by the origin 0 in C” and an 
analytic germ of hypersurface at 0, {Q = 0}, we mean the order of Q17 at 0. 
Let us first recall some classical facts about intersection multiplicity. If Qi, . . . , Qp 
are analytic functions defined in a neighborhood of 0, we will set V(Qr, . . , Q,) for 
the analytic germ at 0 defined by Qr = . . . = Qp = 0. 
Then, if in C” we have (0) = V(Qg, . . . , Q,,), the intersection multiplici~ at 0 of 
the intersection of the hypersurfaces {Qi = 0) is by definition 
~QI,..., 
q& ,...,x,> 
Qn) =dimc (Q,,...,Qn) ’ 
Recall at last that when Qi, . . . , Q,, are polynomials of degrees 41,. . . , q,,, we have 
e(Ql,..., Qn) <ql . . . qn by Bezout’s theorem, if dime C{&, . . . ,X,}/(Ql, . . . , Qn) < 
+oO. 
Let V=Prd/dXi+... + P,iT+/Bjj be a polynomial vector field such that V(0) # 0, 
deg(Pi)<d. Let y be the (smooth) integral curve of V by 0, and Q(Xi,. .,A’,) be a 
polynomial of degree q. Set 
en-1 = PI &?n-,/a& + . . . + p,,aQ,,-2/axn 
(i.e., Qo = Q, and Qi = (P,gradQi-i) = Cy__, Pj aQi-l/aXj, for 1 <i<n - I). 
We have the following: 
Theorem 3.1. Let V be a vector jeld in C” whase coordinates are poly~~o~~ial~ of de- 
gree < d, and such that V(0) # 0. Let y be the integral curue of V pasting by 0, and 
Q a polynomial of degree q. Assume Qju If 0, and that 0 is isolated in the algebraic 
set V(Q,QI,..., Qn_i) (which means that dimcC{Xl,. . . ,JG}/(Q,. , . , Q+l) < i-00). 
Then the contact exponent v between Q and y satisjes 
vGqq1 3. .qn-i +n - 1, (3) 
where qi is a bound -for the degree of Qi, namely qi = q + i(d - 1). 
Proof. We may assume van. Let y(t) : t t-+ (271 (t), . . . ,X,(t)) be a smooth analytic 
paramet~zation of y. By definition, v is the order of the power series Q o y(t) = 
Q(x~(f>,..., -G(t)). Now, QI o?(t) = Ql(~(t) ,. ..,Xn(t)), is the derivative of Qoy(t), 
and therefore is of order v - 1, and similarly Qi o y(t) is of order v - i for 1 <i < n - 1. 
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where y* is the ring homomorphism induced by the parametrization y(t), and where 
the vertical arrows represent the canonical maps. Then, since v’(O) # 0, one of the 
X;(t)‘s (at least) is a power series of order 1 in t. This implies that y* is surjective 
(and therefore also *J*), because the image of y* contains a power series of order I., 
therefore it contains t by the local inversion theorem for analytic germs. 
This implies that 
C{t> 
11 - n + 1 = dime ~ (tv_n+,) G dime 
C{Xl>...A> 
(Q,...,@-,) dqq’ “.qn-’ 
as asserted, the last inequality coming from Bezout’s theorem. El 
Remark. One may conjecture that such a kind of result is valid (may be with a slightly 
different bound) without the hypothesis dime C{Xt, . ,&}/(Q, . . . , Qn- 1) is finite. This 
would imply a simply exponential bound (i.e., of the form C(n)d”, or d”““) for the 
degree of nonholonomy in R”. 
Notice that for Theorem 3.1, we may always assume that the polynomial Q(Xt , ,X,, ) 
is reduced (or even irreducible), because if Q = RI . R,, the bound (3) for the R, ‘s 
implies the bound for Q. In fact, it is enough to prove that if Q = RS, Y = deg R. s =: 
degS, q=r+s, then 
v(r+d- l)...(r+(n- l)(d- l))+n- 1 
+s(s+d- l)...(~+(n- l)(d- l))+n- 1 
<q(q+d - l)...(q+(n - l)(d - I))+n - 1 
which is immediate by induction on II. 
If A is a C-algebra, let us denote by dim A its dimension as a ring (it is its “Krull 
dimension”), and dimcA its dimension as a C-vector space. If A is an analytic algebra, 
i.e.. A = C{X,,.. .,X,)/I where I is an ideal, I = (Sl,. ..,S,), then its dimension as 
a ring is the dimension (over C) of the germ at 0 of the analytic space defined by 
(Sl, . , Sq). We have that dime A < +(x, if and only if dim A = 0. 
Notice that Qr cannot be divisible by Q (since Q o y(t) is of order 11, and Qr o y(t ) 
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This implies that in Theorem 3.1, we may always assume that dimC{Xr,. . . ,Xn}/ 
(Q,...>Qn-I)G~ - 2, because for n 32, we have (Q, Qr ) c(Q, Qr , . . . , Qn_r ), and 
therefore 
dim WI,. . . Jn> ~ dim C{Xl>. GG> 
(Q,...,Q,-I) <Q, QI > 
=n-2. 
In particular, Theorem 3.1 is true in dimension 2 without additional hypothesis. 
Corollary 3.2. Let V = Pla/aX + P,aJaY be a polynomial vector field in the plane 
of degree <d, such that V(0) # 0, y the integral curve of V by 0, Q(X, Y) a poly- 
nomial of degree q such that Qi, $ 0. Then the contact exponent v of Q and y 
satisfies 
vdq(q+d- 1)+ 1. 
Remark. This corollary has been proved first by Gabrielov et al. [3]. 
4. The case n = 2 
In the two-dimensional case, we have the following bound for the degree of non- 
holonomy: 
Theorem 4.1. Let C = (VI,. , V,) be a control system made with polynomial vec- 
tor fields on R2 of degree < d ; let r(x) be the degree of nonholonomy of C at x. 
Then, 
r(x) < 6d2 - 2d + 2, (4) 
Proof. Take x = 0. Let as above L’(O) be the vector space spaned by the values at 
0 of the brackets of elements of C of length d i. We may assume dimL’(O) = 1, 
because otherwise the problem of computing r(O) is trivial (if dimL’( 0) = 0, then 
LS(0) = (0) Vs’s3 1, and if dimL’(0) = 2, we have L’(O) = R2 and r(0) = 1 by 
definition). We therefore assume that VI (0) # 0, and set V = VI. 
Lemma 4.2. Assume r(0) > 1, which in our case implies that the system C is con- 
trollable at 0. Then there exists Y E C such that det( V, Y),, +k 0. 
Proof. Assume that det( V, Y)l;, z 0 VY E C. Then, in some neighborhood of 0, any 
vector field Y E C is tangent to the integral curve y of V at 0. This implies that the 
system cannot be controllable at 0, since in some neighborhood of 0 the accessible 
set from 0 would be contained in y. 
Let us now state a lemma in dimension n 
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Lemma 4.3. Let V, Y,, . . , Y,, be vector ,jelds on R”. Then 
V.det(Y, ,..., Y,)=edet(Y, ,..., [V,Yi] ,..., Y,)+Div(V).det(Yt ,..., Y,). (5) 
i=l 
Recall that Div( V) = i%‘,/dX, + c~P~/I%z + . + ~P,,/I%~, if V = PI S/3X, + . + 
P,dllS-,. 
Proof. This formula is classical. See for instance [4, Exercise, p. 931, or [7, Lemma 
2.61. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (conclusion). Let ‘/ be the integral curve of V by 0. By Lemma 
4.2, there exists Y E C such that Q = det(V, Y),, $ 0. 
We have by (5) that V . det( V, Y) = det( V, [V, Y]) + Div V det( V, Y). Let v be the 
order of contact of Q and y. We have that Qi7 = ayt’ + ., with a, # 0, and that 
(V . Q)l, = va,,t’-’ + . because VIL. can be identified with Z/at. Then det( V, [V, Y]),,, 
is of order v - 1 in t, and we see that when differentiating v times in relation to t, we 
find that 
det(V,[V[V ,... [V,Y]...]])(O) # 0. 
the bracket inside the parenthesis being of length 1’ + 1. This means by definition of 
r(0) that r(O)<v + 1. 
The polynomial Q is of degree <2d, and V is a polynomial vector field of degree 
<d. Then Corollary 3.2 gives \? <2d(2d + d - 1) + 1 = 6d2 - 2d + 1. C 
Examples 4.4. (1) Set 
c 
{ 
V, = apx + xdajaY, 
v2 = rda/ax, 
Then it should be easily seen that for this system, r(O) = d2+2d + 1. The inequality 
v(O) 3 d2 + 2d + 1 has been checked by F. Jean. This proves that the estimation (4) 
is asymptotically optimal in term of d, up to the constant 6. 




v2 = xpalax,, 
c . 
v,, = x,“_ ,a/ax,. 
We see easily that for this system, r(0) = d”-‘, which means that in general &n, d) 
is at least exponential in n. 
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5. The general case 
In the general case, we have the following result proved recently by Gabrielov [2]. 
The proof of Gabrielov is by induction on the dimension, following the same line as 
above in the two-dimensional case. 
Theorem 5.1. With the above notation, let r(x) be the degree of nonholonomy at 
x E R” for the control system C made with polynomial vector fields of degree <d. 
Then we have the following upper bound: 
r(x) < 4(n, d) with &n, d) = (n4d3/4)2”-2. 
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